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ABOUT FURY
The game was created by a professional game studio on the cutting-edge Unreal Engine 5, using state-
of-the-art graphics.

The FURY economy tied to the XRPL blockchain and used with our $FURY token, ensuring smooth game 
ecosystem operation along with the NFT XLS-20D standard and the DAO system.

Behind FURY is VO GAMES studio, whose developers have been involved in the development of dozens of 
apps and AAA games for over 5 years. The game has attracted the best game developers, blockchain 
project specialists, marketers and advisers. Many of the projects have been a remarkable success, which 
has allowed the studio to gain a firm foothold in the gaming industry.

Our game takes all the best aspects (technologies, modes, interface etc.) from popular WEB2 shooters 
and combines them with modern WEB3 game solutions. FURY meets all gameplay standards and fully 
satisfies all player needs. The game will be available for PC, Mobile devices and VR (special game modes).



MARKET
In 2021, the market value of cryptocurrency was $2.86 trillion, and the market value of the game industry 
was $184.6 billion. 

Looking ahead, experts predict that the market will grow to 314.8 billion US dollars by 2027 (based on an 
average annual growth rate of 9.2%).

In addition, the growth of blockchain games is another trend of continuous growth in the game market. 
With the growing popularity of e-sports, the game market is growing rapidly worldwide!

The market growth potential of GameFi is huge, and shooting games are the most popular of all types! 
Shooting games account for the largest share of the global game market, accounting for 23%.

The ranking of continents by the number of crypto gamers is topped by Asia-Pacific, followed by Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa, South America, North America. The audience of users familiar with the world 
of digital assets and cryptocurrencies is about 10% of the total population. 



Project FURY aims to attract millions of new people to explore the world of DeFi and Web3 together in a 
simple and playful way.
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MARKET PROBLEM
Having analyzed the market, we noticed one big problem: many projects in the market that never 
advance beyond marketing and never offer a real product.

We are changing the market by giving you the FURY Demo, showing you the seriousness of our 
intentions and giving you the chance to experience the gameplay before you make your first 
investment. 

The Demo Game can be downloaded from the official site. The main stages of development of the game 
have been completed.

WEB2
Play-to-Earn

Tradable tokens as in 
game currency

NFTs for virtyal goods 
ownership

Focus on earning money

WEB3
Focus on playability 

in-game currencies

in-game virtual goods

Accessible by all

Built for retention and 
engagement

Puts gaming experience 
ahead of earnings

High quality graphics

Play-and-Earn

Virtual goods are NFTs & 
transferrable 

Best of both worlds!

NEXT PHASE

OF WEB3 
GAMING 

We take the best of WEB2 and WEB3 and create a product that combines the strengths of both.

The gaming experience will be superior that has been seen in a Play To Earn game. 

Our goal is to offer the best of what's available and for players to fully enjoy the game while 
earning crypto.

We are currently in the early phase of WEB3 development, this market will grow every year until 
it eclipses WEB2 games. Players will flow into this area en masse for opportunity to earn.



GAMEPLAY
Online first- and third-person shooter in which players fight in different parts of the world against 
military forces and armies of different countries. Fast, bright and large-scale battles in PvP and PvE 
modes, customization and upgrading of fighters and weapons. 

Killing opponents will earn in-game tokens which can buy weapons, equipment and more in our in-game 
marketplace. 

Fans of PvP battles can discover 10 different modes, combining time-tested classics and intriguing 
innovations. 



GAME MODES
Our game has the most popular game modes available to attract the maximum number of players, retain 
and increase engagement and game time. Diverse, professionally assembled and balanced maps help 
improve your gaming experience.

Each game mode will require completely new tactics from the players.

Competitive Kill Confirmed

Capture The Flag Deathmatch

Conquest Team Deathmatch

Sniper fight Zombie mode

Battle Royale GRAND Battle royale 



LEADERBOARD
Leaderboards will be updated weekly. Rewards for high positions in the list: $FURY, unique NFT, skins, 
weapons, uniforms and combat equipment.

PLATFORMS
The game is designed to reach the maximum audience, so it will be available for a wide range of devices.

PC

Mobile devices

VR (special game modes)



WEAPON CUSTOMIZATION
Discover one of the most detailed weapon modification systems available. You can visually modify a 
fighter's primary, secondary, and special weapons by installing various pieces of equipment on them. In 
addition to appearance, these modules change the combat characteristics of weapons. Increasing the 
accuracy of fire, reducing the speed of changing weapons or reloading - and many more possibilities in a 
fair and balanced way.

OVER 15 types of Weapon Over 100 skins

Weapons Modification NFT WEAPONS

Magazine

Custom Skin

Optical sight

Bipod



PLAYER CUSTOMISATION
Player Customization is a gameplay feature that allows the player to customize their character's 
appearance with cosmetic changes and additions.

individual pieces are earned through progression and challenges, supply drops and other micro-
transactions, promotions and as rewards.

Over 70 equipment elements UPGRADES

Exclusive equipment CUSTOM characters



COMBAT VEHICLES
Combat vehicles will be involved in the game, depending on the game mode. The larger the map, the 
more types of combat vehicles you can use. Combat vehicles are available for a single player as well as 
for a team.  

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Tanks

All-Terrain cars Armored Vehicle



SECURITY

One of the main challenges facing the cryptocurrency community and investors is assets 
protection.

Cryptocurrencies are designed with built-in security, through encryption and consensus 
protocols, and are protected from cyber attacks or malicious transactions. The distributed 
nature of the blockchain, the underlying crypto-asset technology, prevents any single point of 
failure in its network.

However, as centralized exchanges store user data, trading activity and transactions on 
traditional servers, they are vulnerable to cyberattacks.

FURY's decentralised NFT platform uses a distributed XRPL registry that protects any 
transaction. The distributed nature of the exchange and the presence of multiple verification 
nodes ensures regular operations, even if many nodes are compromised.

Leaderboard
Leaderboards will be available for high ranked players. Leaderboards will be updated weekly, and 
rewards will be available: $FURY tokens, unique NFTs, skins, weapons, uniforms, and combat vehicles.

IN-GAME MARKETPLACE
The player can also change their appearance, which will not affect gameplay, but will add color and 
make them stand out from the crowd.

The game is designed in 1st and 3rd person perspective.

All prices on the Marketplace are valued in $FURY token.

The Marketplace is entirely on blockchain, meaning players make transactions from their wallet to the 
in-game marketplace.



WHY XRPL?
Today there are many blockchains offering their unique features to people. When we created the 
technical requirements for this project, it became clear that XRP Ledger is the most scalable blockchain 
that offers the technology and tools needed to build a quality ecosystem.

In the end, we believe XRP is one of the best solutions and here's why:

Transactions that can’t be cancelled XLS-30D SOON

strong XRPl team Secure, flexible cryptography

Fast speed Modern NFT STANDARD

Trust DEX



$FURY TOKENOMICS
The $FURY token has a limited emission, i.e. the number of tokens is strictly limited. This always has a 
positive effect on the price of the token. Total number of tokens: 20,000,000,000.

IDO 7,000,000,000 Team 2,000,000,000

Staking 3,000,000,000 Airdrop 2,000,000,000

Treasury 3,800,000,000 Advisers 200,000,000

Marketing 2,000,000,000

IDO 7,000,000,000 (35%)

Treasury 3,800,000,000 (19%)

Staking 3,000,000,000 (15%)

Team 2,000,000,000 (10%)

Airdrop 2,000,000,000 (10%)

Marketing 2,000,000,000 (10%)

Advisers 200,000,000 (1%)

20

BILLION

Total



USING A TOKEN

ACCESS TO TOURNAMENTS

ENTRY TICKET ALPHA ACCESS

ACCESS TO TOURNAMENTS MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

STAKING BETTING

VOTING in DAO



HOW TO EARN $FURY
Betting 

Participating in the 
promotion and 
development

Top positions on 

the leaderboard


Staking

For the time spent 

playing the game

For killing and 

winning games Winning Tournaments

Reward for

 IDO purchase

our wallets

TREASURY 

ADVISERS 

AIRDROP 

IDO 

rwnC7Ek7rLmDKc1U7igX1jTtZEgutF5EJz



rPik81f3aH1SGACa1jA8akR5Mzxi3ofN96



r4n7Lb2hKWjHmazrnh1KjeeymiTCvDDvWu



rUigoiWTY3KXKMzH8uWxr9EmUHU2tQNXH7

MARKETING

STAKING

TEAM

 rEeisvQaZn8Hyf9VtNY1q7ruwB6HkhbrmD



 rLYfrAnEwpLKDDAKjwKRcDRhjnmf6a9YyP



 rUbCmoRkxWJkrvHrBKBxJoNq5kuJhcNE48





AIRDROP FOR IDO BUYERS
Each IDO buyer will be allocated $FURY and NFT airdrop within 6 months. The amount will depend on how 
much $FURY you have in your balance at the time of the snapshot. 

The date of the snapshot remains a secret.

HOLD
275 000 - 1 399 000 $FURY 

1 400 000 - 2 999 999 $FURY 

3 000 000 - 6 999 999 $FURY


7 000 000 - 13 999 999 $FURY 

14 000 000 - 24 999 999 $FURY


25 000 000 - 43 999 999 $FURY


44 000 000 - 59 999 999 $FURY


60 000 000 - 84 999 999 $FURY


OVER 85 000 000 $FURY

GET
63 500 $FURY


340 000 $FURY


750 000 $FURY


1 800 000 $FURY & NFT


3 650 000 $FURY & 2 NFTs


6 650 000 $FURY & Rare NFT


12 000 000 $FURY & 2 Rare NFTs 

16 500 000 $FURY & SUPER Rare NFT


+28% $FURY & LEGENDARY NFT

TOP 200 IDO buyers will additionally receive “Captain” NFTs

You can buy $FURY on Sologenic DEX, XUMM & XRP Toolkit 

IDO PRICE - 1 $FURY = 0.00036 XRP

AIRDROP NFT
 Get our unique NFTs for completing tasks or 

referring people through our Telegram bot

Prize fund - 500 NFT

@fury_airdrop_bot

https://t.me/fury_airdrop_bot


ECOSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The intelligent algorithm of the ecosystem allows FURY to scale and allocate resources efficiently.

$USD, XRP

IDO

NFTTreasury

TEAM

marketing

airdrop

ADVISERS

staking

NFT

BETS

TOURNAMENTS

U
S

E
R

S

MARKET GAME MODES

GAME

XRP Ledger DEX
Development and


promotion

STAKING PLATFORM



DAO
With $FURY and NFT tokens, the game will gradually become a decentralized, community-owned 
organization. This process occurs as $FURY and NFT are distributed between players and stakeholders, 
the number of tokens owned by the project team will decrease over time.

In the future, asset owners will be able to decide by vote whether to add new game additions.

NFT
We plan to introduce the NFT system (XLD-20D standard) into the game and break them down into 
several categories. NFT possession will give advantages to players and give them unique features:

Access to exclusive weapons, uniforms, skins

The opportunity to earn more $FURY

Free access to tournaments

The list will be added to as the project develops. A small commission of 5% is deducted from each 
transaction. These funds will go to the treasury.



GROWTH MODEL
We believe that the most valuable component of any project is people. The focus will be on building up a 
community. Anyone can become an active player, regardless of knowledge and skills in the world of 
blockchain and digital assets.

The project will bring together a large number of influencers, bloggers and streamers.

To promote the game, we plan to use:

Partnerships with YouTube & TWITCH ambassadors

promotion in the gaming press

Regular content in social media

Collaborations with other projects & games

Referral program

free entry for popular streamers and gamers

e-sports

The list will be added to as the project develops.

As we look to the future, we see a constantly evolving company that introduces new technology and 
sets trends.



ROADMAP

DEMO GAME
 Game Design Documen

 Weapon

 Level design (4 maps

 3D models & Texturin

 UX/UI Syste

 Lightin

 SVX & VF

 Closed beta testing

CREATING
 Demo Gam

 White Pape

 Tokenomic

 Packaging: Website, Social 

Media, Gameplay and Promo 

Vide

 Token Creation

Q2 2022 - Q4 2022


START
 Continued developmen

 Marketin

 ID

 Start Airdrop for IDO buyer

 Start Staking

Q1 2023


END OF DEVELOPMENT
 Server Launch & Optimizatio

 Gameplay testing, Anti-Chea

 Balancing game map

 Modification of weapons and 

character

 Wallet Syste

 ALPHA Tes

 Release of the game in 4 modes 

(BETA test)


Q2 2023 - Q3 2023


MODIFICATION
 NFT collectio

 DAO syste

 Game reward payment

 In-game Sho

 Exchange Listin

 Partnership

 Server Upgrade

 New Modes & Tournament

 Mobile Game Release

Q4 2023 - 2024


GLOBAL PR
 Add-ons: weapon skins, combat 

vehicles and mor

 PR with Influencer

 Stream

 World Tournament

 New map

 Monthly game content update

2024 - 2025


Q4 2022 - Q1 2023




TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

CODE GRAPHICS

LEVEL DESIGN SERVER operations

ANTI-CHEAT Marketplace

AUDIT
Before the full version is released, our game code, its server part and payment system will be subject to 
audits by third parties. Full reports are available on our website and social media.

We value the safety, time and resources of our community.



OUR TEAM

ALEX HANIM-TURGUT ANTONY MACHABELI DAVID WASHADZE JACOB ADIL ERENLER

Tyler O. DENNIS V. MATT k. DYLAN W.

GABRIEL M. Matthew G. LUO K. Kamran P.

Charles L. Mariam E. Anna s. Nick M.

David P. Nasir J. NYOMAN O. ANNISA K.

NI NENGAH M.



CONTACTS

@FURYxrplCHAT @FURY_XRPL @FURY_XRPL Discord

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

Please note that anything written in this document should not be taken as financial advice.

$FURY is an advanced cryptographic application that uses incomplete, risky and experimental 
technologies.

Development priorities, roadmaps and functions can be radically altered based on research, 
results, community feedback and decisions, as well as of other factors.

Website: 

Email: 

Linktree: 

YouTube: 

Trustline $FURY: 

Trade $FURY: 

furyxrpl.com


official@furyxrpl.com


linktr.ee/fury_xrpl


youtube.com/@fury_xrpl


https://shorturl.at/oCDV9


https://shorturl.at/bdeik

https://t.me/furyxrplchat
https://t.me/fury_xrpl
https://twitter.com/fury_xrpl
https://discord.com/invite/rJHxNHyx5e
http://furyxrpl.com
mailto:official@furyxrpl.com
https://linktr.ee/fury_xrpl
http://youtube.com/@fury_xrpl
https://shorturl.at/oCDV9
http://shorturl.at/bdeik

